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Search for short lived neutral particle in the 15.1 MeV isovector transition of ' C
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We report a search for a short lived neutral particle P emitted in the decay of the 15.1 MeV
I"(T)=1+(1)state in ' C. The experiment is sensitive to P~e+e decays and finds no evidence

for such a particle. We set upper limits on I &/I ~ for mean lifetimes between -10 "and —10
sec and in the mass range 1.02-2.5 MeV.

Recent experiments' looking at positron spectra fol-
lowing co11isions of heavy ions have revealed some puz-
zling features, viz. , narrow line structures whose energy
and excitation probability seem to be roughly indepen-
dent of the total charge number of the colliding system.
In addition, a later experiment has shown that these
lines are in coincidence with an electron of the same en-
ergy. The various explanations that have been put for-
ward to explain the above observations fall into roughly
three categories: (i) resonant e+e production in strong
electromagnetics fields, (ii) decay of composite objects
such as e+e clusters or nontopological solitons formed
in strong electromagnetic fields, and (iii) two body de-
cay of a hitherto undetected neutral particle ((i of mass
—1.8 MeV produced almost at rest in the center of mass
of the colliding heavy ions. '

If the third explanation is correct then it is most likely
that P is pseudoscalar in nature. ' From existing pre-
cision (g, —2) experiments for the electron and the max-
imum possible allowed deviation in comparison with
theory, a lower limit on the mean lifetime of P can be
derived: ~ + & 10 ' sec. ' It is possible that this

particle could be the axion ' ' a particle proposed" in
connection with the strong CP problem. Pseudoscalar
particle searches, looking for the axion, have found no
evidence for emission in vector meson decays, ' in beam
dump experiments, and in nuclear processes. ' ' ' A11
these searches have been sensitive to ~& p 5X10 " sec
(except the J/g and Y decays which are sensitive to
r& & 10 " sec). There thus seemed to be a range of al-
lowed lifetimes for P, viz. , 10 " to 10 ' sec, and it was
pointed out that there was a need for a renewed search
for such a particle. ' If ((i has a nonzero coupling to nu-
cleons, because of its pseudoscalar nature, it can com-
pete with photons in all magnetic transitions in nuclei,
when energetically allowed. %e report here a search for
such a neutral particle in the decay of the 15.1 MeV
J (T)=1+(1)state in ' C. We find no evidence for P in
mass range 1.02—2.5 Me V and lifetime range
—10 ' ——10 sec.

The experiment consisted of populating the 15.1 MeV
state by inelastic proton scattering and looking for a
small P branch in the deexcitation of this state through
its in flight decay beyond the target into an e+e pair.
Protons of 19.5 MeV delivered by the 13 MV Orsay tan-

dern accelerator were used, the beam energy being
chosen to be below the (p,n) threshold of ' C so as not to
be troubled by the activity of ' N. A hE-E telescope
was located at the focus of the magnetic lens spectrome-
ter SOLENO (Ref. 16) in order to detect the e+e pair
from P decay. The mean angle between the e+ and e
following the decay of such a particle of mass 1.8 MeV
in the laboratory system is about 11' and nicely matched
the angular acceptance of SOLENO (7.2' —18.6'). The
field was adjusted to focus electrons and positrons with
energies of about 7 MeV, and a momentum acceptance
hp /p =5%. A peak in the sum energy spectrum
E ++E would signal the presence of the P decay pro-

vided other background processes leading to a peak were
under control.

In order to eliminate the contribution of the internal
pair conversion (IPC) process which could mask the
weak peak expected from P decay, since the IPC
coef5cient is equal to about 3)(10,' the thickness of
the 99.999% ' C enriched target was chosen equal to 3.2
mm. This thickness was enough to stop the proton
beam. However, the excitation of the 15.1 MeV state
took place in the first 0.5 mm of the target. The elec-
tron and positron from IPC pair lost about 1 MeV each
in crossing the target and thus were not focused on the
telescope. This method precluded a measurement of
short lived particles with mean lifetimes &10 ' sec
which would mainly decay in the target; therefore, the
resulting e+e pair would not be focused, considering
the subsequent loss of energy. However, this lower limit
of 10 ' sec is not a serious limitation, considering the
(g, —2) limit previously mentioned.

A schematic of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. As
the details of the superconducting solenoidal spectrome-
ter SOLENO are available elsewhere, ' only the
modification for this experiment will be described. A
lead rod of 150 mm length was placed in the long Fara-
day cup situated on the axis of the SOLENO to attenu-
ate the line of sight 15.1 MeV gamma rays reaching the
telescope. The AE detector was of the surface barrier
type of 300 pm thickness and 20 mm diameter and was
placed in vacuum at the exit of SOLENO. A conical
lead shield of 20 cm thickness lined on the inside with
aluminium was placed in front of the hE detector to
reduce the scattered gamma ray background entering the
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E detector placed behind. The E detector was a 36 mm

diameter 10 mm thick intrinsic germanium device cooled
to liquid nitrogen temperature. The e+e pair had to
traverse the exit window of -100pm Mylar and the 250
pm thick Be window of the E detector.

A test run was first performed in conditions identical
to that of the P particle search except that a 50 p,m tan-
talum foil was placed behind the thick carbon target to
look at the external pair conversion spectrum of the 15.1
MeV gamma ray. Coincident hE-E events were record-
ed on tape. The threshold on the 4E detector was as
low as possible, viz. , -80 keV and that on the E detec-
tor -1.5 MeV. Typical counting rates were —1 kHz for
the hE detector, -5 kHz for the E detector and -50
Hz for the hE-E coincidences for a beam current of
about 300 nA. The AE-E spectrum of the coincident
events in this run showed a very clear separation be-
tween one and two electron events. The E spectrum
with a window corresponding to two electrons, for a
current setting of the SOLENO maximizing the pair
conversion counting rate, is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Subsequently the tantalum foil was removed, the
current setting of the SOLENO increased appropriately
and events stocked in the P search. The E spectrum gat-
ed by the two electron window in the hE detector, for
4. 1 mC of accumulated charge, is shown in Fig. 2(b).
There is no evidence of a peak at —13.9 MeV, the ener-

gy of the e+e pair expected from P decay in vacuum
after taking into account energy losses in the hE detec-
tor, the Mylar and beryllium windows. The residual
background (in the region of the peak expected from P
decay) is mainly from the tail of the external pair pro-
duction of the 15.1 MeV gamma ray from the back of
the carbon target and from areas close to the target.
The rising background at lower energies is probably due
to electrons and positrons of similar origin' hitting the
inner walls of SOLENO and rescattering onto the hE-E
detectors.

The sum spectrum expected from a possible P branch
for a given I &/I r, r&, and m& was calculated using the
following ingredients.

(i) The measured (p,p'y) excitation function, (p,p') an-
gular distribution and coeScients of the y-ray angular

FIG. 2. Sum energy spectra obtained in the E detector gat-
ed by the 2e window in the b,E detector for two runs, respec-
tively. (a) external pair conversion spectrum with 50 pm Ta
foil behind the thick carbon target. The dashed curve is ex-

pected curve (see text) for 5.4 mC. (b) spectrum in P search.
The dashed curve is the expected spectrum for m& ——1.8 MeV,
vy= 5 && 10 " sec and I &/I ~

= 10 '. In both plots the bin

width is 47 keV.
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FIG. 3. (a) Plot of the upper limit on I &/I vs ~~ for three
assumed values m&. The region above the curve is ruled out at
90% C.L. by this experiment. (b) Exclusion plot for the pseu-
doscalar P in m&-r& space. The region below the curves is ex-
cluded at 90% C.L. for the two values of I &/I ~ given beside
each curve.

distributions' from threshold to 19.5 MeV for the 15.1
MeV state in ' C were used to calculate, respectively, the
total production rate of y rays, the Doppler profile of
the 15.1 MeV emitted by the recoiling ' C nucleus, and
the corresponding angular distribution for a 0 particle,
resulting in an enhancement by a factor of 4 for the for-
ward production, relative to that of a y ray.

(ii) The transport efficiency of SOLENO for e+e
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pairs resulting from p decay outside the carbon target
was calculated using the Monte Carlo technique, for the
experimental geometry used. For a given current in the
SOLENO, it depends on the mass of the particle,
through the angular distribution of the e+e pair, and
on its lifetime. As can be expected, the efficiency is low
both for short lifetimes &10 ' sec, when P decays
mainly in the target, and for large lifetimes, when it
mostly decays outside the object zone of the spectrome-
ter.

(iii) The response of the Ge detector, with the b,E
detector and the Pb shielding in place was measured for
7 MeV electrons, at the secondary electron beam line at
the Accelerateur Lineaire de Saclay (ALS) in Saclay.
The full energy peak had a width of 100 keV, reconcil-
able with the energy width of the secondary electron
beam, and contained about 20%%uo of the total counts.
The response for the e+e pair was deduced by convolu-
tion, including a correction for the possibility of a
Compton scattering of the annihilation y rays from the
e+ stopped in the detector. The energy calibration was
done using Na and Co sources, and when extrapolat-
ed agreed reasonably well with the sum energy of exter-
nal pairs from the Ta foil + carbon run.

A similar type of calculation was done for the external
pair production in the Ta foil, using the theoretical
differential cross sections for e+e creation, and also
incorporating energy and angular straggling of the pair
in the Ta converter. The calculated spectrum is shown
in Fig. 2(a) normalized to the data. This normalization
factor could come from some loss of transport efficiency
of the SOLENO at the relatively low currents where the
residual magnetic fields, not included in the calculations,
are not insignificant and also from uncertainties in the
absolute (p,p') cross sections and in the method of deter-
mination of response of the Ge detector to the e+e
pair. The same factor has also been applied to the ex-
pected spectrum from P-particle decay. The sum spec-
trum expected from a small branch in the 15.1 MeV
transition corresponding to I &/I r ——10 and for
m& ——1.8 MeV, ~&

——5)(10 ' sec is shown by the dashed
curve in Fig. 2(b).

An upper limit of 6.5 counts at 90% C.L. can be de-
rived for the region between the arrows in Fig. 2(b).
This was then converted to an upper limit on I &/I for
various assumed values of m& and v.&. In deriving these

[QR X 0'I] Large X
Small X

26.6
—45.4

8.7
—27.4

2.7
—21.4

lu, xg, l Large X
Small X

—18.7
—90.7

—18.7
—54.7

—18.7
—42.7

TABLE I. Theoretical values for A, 3, calculated following
Ref. 20 for the various combinations of possible choices: num-
ber of quark generations N, coupling of the right-handed quark
ux to the Higgs field P& or P2, and the two possible values of
X=(gz)/(P, ), as determined assuming m& ——1.8 MeV. The
upper limit from this experiment is

~

A, 3 ~
&3.2 for the same

mass and ~&——5 && 10 ' sec.

N=3

limits it was assumed that the P decay is only through
the e+e channel. A plot of the upper limit I &/I r as
function of the assumed mean lifetimes of P for some
values of m& is shown in Fig. 3(a). An alternative way
of showing the same results is the plot of Fig. 3(b).

As can be seen the mass region 1.02—2.5 MeV is ex-
cluded in the lifetime range —10 ' ——10 sec. For
the sake of orientation it might be recalled that the
"standard" axion model predicts I &/I &-1.2X 10 for
m

&
——1.8 MeV with v&

——5 X 10 ' sec. ' This is
definitely ruled out by this experiment.

Following Donnelly et al. the limit on I &/I can be
converted to a limit on g

"' the isovector P-nucleon cou-
pling constant using their relation:

3
r4, 1 k~ 2g(1)

rr 2 kr ep(1)

where k&, kr are the P and y momenta, g"' the isovec-
tor P-nucleon coupling, and p'" the isovector nucleon
magnetic moment.

From the results of this experiment the upper limit on
g"' for an assumed ~& of 5&(10 ' sec and I&——1.8
MeV is 1.45)&10 . This limit can also be converted
into a limit on k3, following Bardeen et al. , for viable
axion models. For the same values of ~&, m& the upper
limit obtained from this experiment on

~

A, 3 ~

is 3.2. The
toy models of Refs. 8 and 10, where tt) couples to one
quark generation (N= 1), predict A, 3

——26.6 and are thus
ruled out. This limit can also be compared with the oth-
er possible values of k3, deduced from Ref. 20 for an as-
sumed axion mass of 1.8 MeV, and is listed in Table I.
The experimental limit on

~

A, 3 ~

is well below theory ex-
cept for the [u„XtI),], large X, N=3 case. However,
this value would correspond to a very short lifetime
(r& &10 ' sec) in conflict with precise g, —2 measure-
ments, as already mentioned. '

During the course of this work several P searches
have appeared in literature. Savage et al. reported a
search in the isovector 9.17 MeV transition in ' N with
an upper limit for ~&&10 " sec. de Boer et al. report
a search in the isoscalar 3.59 MeV transition in ' B.
Their upper limit while going against the standard axion
model and most of the axion variants is unable to say
anything about the model of Krauss-Wilczek since in
the latter model g' ' is vanishingly small. Baba et al.
reported a search in a mixed isospin transition in ' C
yielding a limit of

i
g' '+g"'/v 3

i
& 3X10

A recent reanalysis of IPC data has shown that the ex-
periment was inconsistent with the existence of a 1.7
MeV axion. Table II presents a summary of all data on
experimental searches for P in nuclear transitions. Re-
cent searches for P in beam dump experiments, in m+

decay, and in Y decay also find no evidence for its ex-
istence.

In summary, therefore, we have searched for light
pseudoscalar particle emission in the isovector 15.1 MeV
transition in ' C and have not found it in the mass range
1.02 —2.5 MeV and the lifetime range —10 ' —10 sec.
The only region allowed for P is either in conflict with
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TABLE II. Summary of experimental searches for pseudoscalar emission in nuclear transitions with range of experimental sensi-

tivity for m&, re and derived upper limits on I &/I r and g' ',g"' assuming P~e+e only.

Nucleus

14N

10B

13C

Etrans

(MeV)

9.17

3.59

3.68

Mass range

of P (MeV)
explored

1.02-2.2

1.7 '

1.7-2

rp

(sec)

& lp —11

& 1P
—9b

& lp —11

4X10-4

7.2X10-'

7&& 10-'

Upper limits on

coupling constant

for m& ——1.7 MeV

g"' & 1.4X lo-'

g"' &1.4X 10-"
(1)

g' '+ &3&(10
3

Ref.

24

25

26

Li
10B

14N

12C

3.56

3.59

7.03

15.11

1.7 '

1.02-2. 5

& 2)& 10

—lp-"-10-'

9.0X 10-'
2.6g 10-'
2.7X10-'

1.5 F 10-4

g"'&1.2X10 "
g"' & 5. 1X10-'
g~0~ &4. 1&& 10-'

g'" & 1.25)& 10

27

Present
work

'Do not quote mass range.
This number has been estimated from the experimental geometry of the original paper.

'Estimated from I &/I ~ quoted by the respective authors.
Limit quoted for r&

——5X 10 ' sec, m& ——1.7 MeV.

g, —2 experiments for the electron or not allowed by
other experimental searches in isoscalar nuclear transi-
tions. The experimental evidence is thus strongly
against a particle explanation for the e+e peaks found
in the GSI experiments.
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